
RLC London and South gathering – 25/10/14 

 Decided we will have monthly meetings – alternating evenings and weekends, 

third week of each month. 

o ACTION: check the LARC calendar for availability – Anna or Andrew. 

 We need to have someone representing us at LARC monthly members’ 

meetings so we can become full members of the LARC community and get 

keys – meetings take place on the first Wednesday of every month at 7.30pm. 

o ACTION: send out reminders for people to attend LARC meetings via 

the mailing list. 

 We need to make regular financial (and other) contributions to LARC to help 

keep it going. 

o ACTION: when emailing about RLC gatherings, remind people to bring 

cash for donations (Anna asked Martin and there is no fixed/minimum 

amount they’d like us to donate). 

o ACTION: if LARC need other help (such as clearing out LARC 

basement etc) we will put out calls for help via the mailing list. 

 Mailing list – a mailing list will ensure that we don’t create a bubble on social 

media and are inclusive. 

o ACTION: Andrew to create a private JISCMail mailing list for RLC 

generally, which we can use as well as any other regional groups that 

may get set up. 

o ACTION: safe space policy applies wherever the community is, so will 

apply to the mailing list, can add a link to it on the confirmation email 

when people subscribe. 

 Anarchist bookfair attendance – a few RLC members went along. There are 

some possibilities for collaborating with similar organisations such as the 

feminist library, education group and the new anarchist research group. Also 

met people from French and Swiss anarchist libraries (physical libraries). 

o ACTION: Anna (who has contact details) to get in touch with those 

other groups to suggest some collaboration – maybe we could go to 

each other’s’ meetings? Have a themed meeting with a speaker from 

another group?  

o ACTION: Anna to contact the French and Swiss anarchist libraries to 

start a conversation, find out more about them and what they do. 

 Stalls – we discussed and decided that we would like to have stalls at the 

Radical bookfair and the Anarchist bookfair (maybe even run some sessions) 

to become part of the wider community. 

o ACTION: Anna to find out the dates of the bookfairs, costs of having a 

stall and arrangements for potential sessions. 

 LARC library – we discussed and decided that we would like to contribute to 

LARC by cataloguing their library so to help their members to access library 

resources. We will use LibraryThing. Anna can access barcode scanners to 

speed up the process. 



o ACTION: Anna to ask LARC about this at the next LARC members’ 

meeting – they have welcomed this offer. 

o ACTION: Stuart volunteered to donate the complimentary copies of 

books that he gets for reviewing for the Journal of Radical 

Librarianship. 

 Journal of Radical Librarianship – Stuart has set up this open access journal. 

Policies are in place for editorial processes etc. It will be a peer reviewed 

journal with open peer review (for some articles). There will also be a non-

peer reviewed section for general ethical issues, rapid publishing etc. It will be 

published by continual release, rather than monthly issues etc. 

o ACTION: Add information about the journal to the RLC website. 

 Library apprenticeships – we had a discussion about library apprenticeships, 

which was prompted by Steve Carlton’s blog post 

(https://medium.com/@starshello/library-apprenticeships-and-why-they-are-

bad-184887e9a1ea). Everyone expressed concern about them, as we were 

worried that – rather than opening up a new way to access the profession – 

they were creating another layer of qualification for posts that had previously 

been entry level. This is part of the on-going inflation of expectation, where 

employers demand greater qualifications and experience for library assistant 

posts (although it was acknowledged that library assistants’ responsibilities 

have increased in that same time). We also expressed concern that this was 

potentially a slippery slope to unpaid internships. The discussion turned to 

CILIP, who Steve contacted and they stated that they did not have a position. 

We asked why don’t they have a position? Why aren’t CILIP influencing this 

library qualification? 

o ACTION: we decided to write an open letter to CILIP about 

apprenticeships. 

 Hosted Library Management Systems – we had a discussion about hosted 

LMSs and user data – how long is it held for? How secure is it etc? 

 Refugee camps – Kevin came across an organisation providing higher 

education for refugees living in refugee camps, which are delivered online (we 

had some questions about infrastructure for internet access, how accessible 

the internet is and how free that access is). Kevin was wondering whether we 

could (individually or collectively) contribute towards the library and 

information materials to support these courses. 

o ACTION: Kevin to add some information to the RLC website so people 

can add comments, ideas etc to send off to the charity. 

 Radical approaches to management and leadership – Andrew raised this 

issue and an interesting, lengthy discussion. Management can be 

undemocratic due to the oppressive hierarchies it operates in. The idea of 

“spheres of influence” was offered as a way that individuals can influence and 

effect change regardless of their position within the hierarchy (and that of 

those they are trying to influence). We also discussed how much the British 
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class system influences our perceptions of hierarchy, our unwillingness or 

perceived inability to approach those above us in the hierarchy. As a manager 

it is possible to create an environment in which staff do not feel oppressed by 

the hierarchy, using formal and informal means. This can involve creating 

opportunities for staff, offering truly flexible working (hours, place of work etc) 

as trust and flexibility go together. We all acknowledged that introducing 

radical management ideas would be a slow process (with potential for 

resistance from colleagues) as you would be breaking down long-held 

opinions, so communicating your approach to management is important. We 

also discussed radical followership (linking back to spheres of influence). 

Finally, we discussed not conflating management and leadership – leadership 

is (theoretically) possible at all levels. 

 Copyright – Ben raised copyright for discussion, crucially is it actually doing 

what it was designed to do? We ran out of time, so Ben plans to raise this 

again at the next gathering. 

 British Library HackCamp – Chealsye informed us about this on 13th February 

and suggested we could consider running a session there. 


